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Abstract
Background—Stress is important in substance use disorders (SUDs). Mindfulness training (MT)
has shown promise for stress-related maladies. No studies have compared MT to empiricallyvalidated treatments for SUDs.
Goals—to assess MT compared to cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) in substance use and
treatment acceptability, and specificity of MT compared to CBT in targeting stress reactivity.
Methods—36 individuals with alcohol and/or cocaine use disorders were randomly assigned to
receive group MT or CBT in an outpatient setting. Drug use was assessed weekly. After treatment,
responses to personalized stress provocation were measured.
Results—Fourteen individuals completed treatment. There were no differences in treatment
satisfaction, or drug use between groups. The laboratory paradigm suggested reduced
psychological and physiological indices of stress during provocation in MT compared to CBT.
Conclusions—This pilot study provides evidence of the feasibility of MT in treating SUDs and
suggests that MT may be efficacious in targeting stress.
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Introduction
Considerable evidence has accumulated suggesting that stress exposure can produce an
increased arousal state similar to that induced by drug cues (1). Acute stress may increase
self-administration of drugs (2), (3), and alcohol (4). This is consistent with incentive
conditioning models stating that exposure to drug-related cues produces conditioned
responses, which in turn can cue subsequent drug seeking behavior and use (5). Stressful
events and psychological distress are frequently cited reasons for relapse to drug use among
individuals with substance use disorders (SUDs) (6-8). These data support the hypothesis
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that mechanisms related to stress are critical in the establishment of addictions and their
propagation as chronic disorders (9,10).
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Mindfulness-based therapies have shown preliminary evidence for efficacy in the treatment
of tobacco, alcohol and drug use disorders (11-17). For example, Zgierska et al. found
reductions in anxiety, depression and stress symptom severity in individuals with alcohol
dependence who were enrolled in an eight week mindfulness meditation intervention after
completing an intensive outpatient program (12). Bowen and colleagues also found
significant reductions in alcohol and drug use after release from prison in individuals who
had undergone a 10-day vipassana meditation course compared to those who had received
treatment as usual (16). However, to date, no randomized trials have compared MT to
empirically-validated treatments for SUDs, such as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) (18).
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Commonly used behavioral strategies in substance abuse treatment include avoidance of
associative cues and suppression of “unwanted” thoughts. However, these strategies may be
suboptimal. For example, thought suppression has been shown to lead to stronger
expectancies after cue exposure (e.g. “alcohol makes me…”) (19). Mindfulness-based
treatment has been shown to decrease alcohol consumption, which is partially mediated in
prisoners by decreases in thought suppression indices such as avoidance (13). Also, as
mindfulness-based treatments teach an attitude of acceptance/non-judgment, they may help
to mediate the avoidance of negative affective states and thoughts, as has been shown with
depression (20-22). Accordingly, MT may be efficacious in treating compulsive drug use –
characteristic for addiction - through multiple mechanisms related to stress such as tolerating
unpleasant thoughts and emotions.
We describe outcomes from a Stage I pilot trial in which we modified an existing
manualized version of MT for individuals with SUDs. We evaluated (1) its feasibility by
comparing it with empirically-validated therapy (CBT), and (2) its specificity toward stress,
by evaluating reactivity during stress provocation.

Methods
Participants
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Participants were recruited through media advertisements and clinician referrals of
individuals seeking treatment at a community-based outpatient treatment facility in New
Haven, CT. Eligible participants were English-speaking adults who met DSM-IV criteria for
alcohol and/or cocaine abuse or dependence in the past year. Individuals were excluded only
if they were under 18 years old, currently at clinically significant risk for suicide or
homicide, had a current psychotic disorder (assessed by a psychiatrist), had a cognitive
impairment precluding completion of study-related activities, or were on beta-blocker
treatment.
All of the 36 screened individuals were found eligible and agreed to participate in the study
(Figure 1). They provided written informed consent, and were randomly assigned to
treatment condition using a two-choice random number generator (random.org). Of those,
25 were exposed to and 14 completed treatment. Thus, outcome data were available for the
14 treatment completers. Laboratory data were available for 13 treatment completers
(collection error rendered data from the 14th person unusable).
Treatments
All participants received weekly group therapy sessions as their sole primary treatment. All
treatments were manualized and delivered by PhD-level therapists experienced in CBT or
MT, respectively.
Subst Abus. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 February 25.
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CBT was delivered by one therapist over a 12-week period using the National Institute on
Drug Abuse CBT manual (23). Sessions were delivered weekly in a continuous fashion such
that individuals could enter treatment based on a weekly rolling admission process. Each
session lasted roughly 1 hour. Groups were capped at 8 persons to ensure optimal treatment
settings.
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MT was delivered weekly, over a 9-week period, in a group session format, by one therapist
(12 years of mindfulness practice and several years teaching). Groups were also capped at 8
persons to ensure optimal treatment. The MT manual was based on manualized
Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention (MBRP) program (12,24). Several adaptations to
MBRP were made. First, after the first session (renamed Introduction), the seven sequential
sessions were divided into two, four-week modules that could be completed in either order
(Introduction, then Module 1, then Module 2 or Introduction, then Module 2, then Module
1). This was done to assess “real-world” delivery of the treatment by providing minimal
waiting time for individuals to enter treatment. Module 1 included MBRP sessions 2, 6 and
7, and, in addition, a session that specifically targeted working with anger as a trigger for
stress, drug use or relapse (25), and instruction for using loving-kindness techniques to
facilitate working with difficult emotions (26). Module 2 included MBRP sessions 3, 4, 5
and 8. Second, the yoga meditation was removed to decrease confounding, yoga-specific
effects; yoga may have beneficial effects as a stand-alone treatment on stress reduction and
drug use (27,28). Third, weekly sessions were shortened to approximately one hour (mainly
by shortening the guided meditation exercises). This was done to assess whether shorter
sessions would be sufficient for individuals to attain adequate mindfulness skills for benefits
to be seen, and to mimic as closely as possible, group CBT sessions.
Assessments
The Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) alcohol and drug modules were
administered at baseline only to establish SUD-related diagnoses (29). Diagnoses were
confirmed by a psychiatrist. All other measures were collected at least at baseline, weekly
(as noted below) and upon treatment completion, which was roughly 9 weeks after treatment
initiation for the MT and 12 weeks after treatment initiation for the CBT group.
The Substance Use Calendar was administered at baseline (past month) and weekly during
treatment and measured in standardized drinks/day for alcohol (1oz) and grams/day for
cocaine (30). Participant self-reports of drug use were verified by random breathalyzer for
alcohol and urine toxicology screens for drug use (approximately every two weeks). 100%
of the breathalyzer and 98.4% (62/63) of the urine specimens were consistent with selfreport.
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The Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ) was administered at baseline and
treatment completion to assess mindfulness skills acquisition (increased scores denote more
skill acquisition) (31,32).
The Treatment Credibility Score (TCS) questionnaire was administered at treatment
completion. It consisted of questions evaluating, using a 5-point Likert scale, how agreeable
and practical treatment was both for drug use, and symptoms of depression and anxiety.
The Differential Emotion Scale (DES) was used during the laboratory session to assess
patterns of emotions after stress provocation (33).
Laboratory Paradigm
Within two weeks of treatment completion, subjects participated in a one-hour laboratory
session that included two imagery conditions: a neutral-relaxing and stress as previously
Subst Abus. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 February 25.
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described (34-37). In a separate session several weeks prior to the laboratory session,
imagery scripts were developed for each subject for the stress and neutral-relaxing situations
as previously described (34-37). Each script was edited by two researchers with multiple
years of experience recording and editing imagery scripts (KLB and RS) to ensure that
personalized scripts were standardized in length and content type. These researchers were
blinded to treatment group.
Physiological measurements were recorded using a Biopac MP100 system running
AcqKnowledge 3.9 software (Biopac Systems Inc., USA), the Biopac electrodermal activity
amplifier module (GSR 100c) set at a channel sampling rate of 31 Hz and a gain of 5
μSiemens (μS) per volt (resulting in a resolution of 0.0015 μS), and the electrocardiogram
amplifier (ECG 100c) set at a channel sampling rate of 1000 Hz for the laboratory session.
The order of the stress and neutral-relaxing imagery scripts was randomized. Subjective
responses after each script were recorded on a laptop computer using ePrime software
(Psychology Software Tools Inc. USA). After each imagery script, participants rated how
“clearly and vividly” they were able to imagine the scenario on a 10-point Likert scale.
Average vividness ratings were 8.1 ± 1.1 and 8.6 ± 0.5 for stress imagery, and average
vividness ratings were 8.0 ± 1.1 and 8.2 ± 0.4 for neutral imagery for MT and CBT groups,
respectively. Participants then rated their anxiety and drug/alcohol cravings on a 10-point
Likert scale, and completed the DES questionnaire for each imagery condition.
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Data Analysis
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed per protocol for between-group comparisons
of drug use and scores on the FFMQ and TCS (SPSS 16). Chi-square analysis was used for
treatment retention. DES, anxiety and drug craving Likert scores were compared by 2-tailed
t-tests. ANOVA was used to evaluate GSR differences by treatment condition (between
subjects) and testing condition (within subjects). Within subjects ANOVAs evaluated
influences of sympathetic and vagal tone, with treatment condition, testing condition, and
the interaction of treatment and testing condition as the predictors using HRV power
algorithms (38). For the most part, the self-report outcomes did not violate the assumption of
normality (11 of 12 items: Shapiro-Wilks >.05). Although a few of the physiological
variables were non-normally distributed (maximum stress (HR), neutral sympathetic/vagal
ratio), the complexity of the analysis was not one that could be handled with non-parametric
tests. Thus, ANOVA was used as noted above.
Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Effect sizes are reported as partial Eta
squared. Level of significance was defined as p-value less than .05.
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Results
Group Description
As shown in Table 1, most of the randomized participants (72%) were male, single or
divorced (76%), did not have a college degree (76%), and were not employed full-time
(72%). The majority met the DSM-IV criteria for alcohol dependence (68%) and/or cocaine
dependence (48%). Analysis of variance and chi-square analysis indicated no significant
differences by treatment condition except marital status (57% married in CBT versus 6%
married in MT, p = .02). No differences in baseline drug or alcohol use were found between
treatment completers (N = 14) and non-completers (N = 22). Among treatment completers,
although substance use in the month prior to treatment initiation was reported by twice as
many subjects in the MT (8/9) compared to the CBT group (2/5), it did not differ by group
status at baseline (Table 1).
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Feasibility: treatment retention and satisfaction
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To evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of MT relative to CBT, we compared treatment
retention (defined as treatment drop-out) and satisfaction across the two treatment
conditions. Of the 36 individuals who entered the study, 9/21 (43%) completed MT, while
5/15 (33%) completed CBT (p = .56, Figure 1). Participants who initiated treatment (N=25)
attended 65% of sessions in MT vs. 34% of sessions in CBT group (F = 4.89, p = .04).
Participants who completed treatment (N=14) in both groups rated their treatments as highly
satisfactory as assessed by TCS (4.2 ± 0.5 versus 4.4 ± .5 of 5, p = .37).
Substance use outcomes
No differences in alcohol and cocaine use were found during the treatment period but
trended toward favoring the CBT group (in MT vs. CBT groups, self-reported % days of
cocaine use: 5.4 ± 8 versus 0.0 ± 0.0, p = .17; and alcohol use: 24.3 ± 28 vs. 0.0 ± 0.0,
p=0.09). No side effects or adverse events were noted.
Specificity of MT: Effects of Treatment on Mindfulness Skills Acquisition and
Implementation
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To determine whether our paradigm adequately fostered mindfulness skills development, we
measured the FFMQ scores before and after treatment. At baseline, there were no observed
differences in the FFMQ between groups regarding all enrolled participants (MT = 127 ± 26,
CBT = 123 ± 23, p = .64) as well as treatment completers only (MT = 122 ± 26, CBT = 119
± 29, p = .82).
Treatment completers in both MT and CBT groups showed significantly increased FFMQ
scores over time. Although participants in the MT group showed tendency toward greater
overall increases in FFMQ scores compared to CBT after treatment, these differences did
not reach statistical significance (MT = 144 ± 18; CBT = 131 ± 27, p = .04 by time, p = .54
group by time).
Specificity of MT: Subjective and Objective Responses to Stress Provocation
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To determine if MT differentially influenced psychological responses to stress, we
compared responses to a personalized stress challenge in treatment completers. Participants
who received MT reported significantly attenuated anxiety in both anxiety Likert scales and
DES anxious subscale scores (Stress minus Neutral Anxiety: 1.5 ± 2.1 vs. 4.6 ± 1.5, p = .01,
Figure 2a; DES: 1.5 ± 3.9 vs. 7.0 ± 3.8, p = .03, Figure 3). Though not statistically
significant, individuals receiving MT also reported about half the stress-induced drug
craving compared to those receiving CBT (1.1 ± 3.7 vs. 2.0 ± 3.1, p = .65, Figure 2b). These
attenuations were echoed in several other negative emotion scores, such as sadness, anger
and fear (Figure 3).
We also sought to determine if MT, compared to CBT, differentially influenced
physiological measures of stress. As expected, we found large differences in galvanic skin
responses between stress and neutral stories, however, they were not different between
groups (MT = 10.0 ± 8.2 vs. 4.5 ± 7.4; CBT = 7.0 ± 6.4 vs. 0.8 ± 1.1, F = 12.36, p = .01 for
condition). However, no increases in maximum HR were seen in the MT group during
stress, where these expected increases were observed in the CBT group (MT = 81.4 ± 7.0 vs.
CBT = 98.7 ± 37.6, p = 0.19, Figure 4a). Although these findings were not significant, the
partial eta squared indicated this effect size to be large (.15). Corresponding differences
were seen in heart rate variability measures: individuals in the MT group showed decreased
sympathetic/vagal ratios compared to the CBT group (MT = 4.0 ± .5 vs. CBT = 4.2 ± .2, F =
7.97, p = 0.02, effect size = .42, Figure 4b).
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This pilot trial sought to evaluate the feasibility and specificity of 9 week long MT versus 12
week long CBT group therapies for individuals with alcohol and/or cocaine dependence.
During the treatment period, MT did not significantly differ from CBT in participant
retention, treatment satisfaction, or frequency of substance use. However, those who
completed MT demonstrated attenuated psychological and physiological responses to stress
provocation compared to CBT group. This is, to our knowledge, the first randomized
clinical trial comparing MT to an empirically validated treatment for SUDs, such as CBT,
and the first to assess responses to stress provocation in laboratory settings in this clinical
population.
Treatment implications
There are several important, clinically relevant implications of this pilot trial. First, the
presented data suggest that MT may be a viable, possibly comparable treatment option to
CBT regarding treatment feasibility, acceptability and even outcomes. Of note, MT has not
previously been compared head-to-head to CBT in treatment-seeking individuals with
SUDs.
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Mindfulness training can be conceptualized to target one's relationship with thoughts (i.e.
the process of events arising), whereas a primary focus of CBT is to change the content of
thoughts (please see (39) for a full discussion). From this, one might ask if an ability to
notice one's thought patterns (i.e. mindfulness) is a prerequisite to changing them? And
consequently, might these techniques be combined for greater efficacy? Indeed, work with
depressed individuals has shown robust effects of treatments that teach mindfulness while
incorporating cognitive techniques (Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy) (20,21).
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A previous pilot study of individuals from the general population recruited for a “stressreduction” (Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction, MBSR) vs. a “stress-management” (CBTbased stress reduction) class found between-group differences in self-reported health
measures such as pain, and energy, but similar effects on perceived stress, depression and
well-being (40). They also found an expected increase in self-reported mindfulness in the
MBSR group, but a decrease in this measure in the CBT-based stress reduction group. They
suggested that this difference may be due to participants' efforts to “change and control
thought and feelings may reduce the awareness of cues…” (40). We did not find decreases
in self-reported mindfulness in our CBT population, but instead found trends toward
increased mindfulness. Though direct comparisons cannot be drawn between these studies
due to differences in target populations and treatments, future studies will help to
differentiate the effects of CBT on self-reported mindfulness acquisition.
Second, the length of each MT treatment session was significantly shortened compared to
standard mindfulness-based programs, and MT was delivered in a modular rather than
sequential format. These changes were meant to facilitate subject retention / treatment
compliance, and to allow for a more timely and “flexible” subject study entry. “Standard”
mindfulness training programs, such as MBSR, usually utilize 8 sequential sessions of
approximately two-hour duration each, delivered once a week for eight weeks. Such
“standard” training has been shown to result in increased self-reported degree of
mindfulness (successful “acquisition”) which, in turn, has recently been documented to
correlate with psychological functioning and medical symptom reduction (41). The “doseresponse” curve for mindfulness acquisition and MT treatment delivered in a block design –
as implemented in the current study - has not been previously evaluated. Our data suggest
that shorter-than-standard MT sessions may still provide sufficient training to establish
efficacy. They also suggest that a modular format is a viable MT delivery option.
Subst Abus. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 February 25.
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Developing treatments that are shorter than typical mindfulness-based approaches may also
be more cost-efficient for community clinics and less of a time “burden” for patients.
Additionally, modular formats may allow to decrease the number of trained therapists
needed to deliver a given intervention as has been shown with dialectical behavioral therapy
programs (42).
Stress and Addiction
Our stress paradigm provided robust psychological and physiological responses as
evidenced by increases in emotional and craving ratings, GSR and HR measures.
Importantly, the number of GSRs increased in stress stories in both groups, which suggests
that all individuals engaged in, and, thus, did not employ avoidance or suppression strategies
that have been shown to lead to increased numbers of intrusive drug-related thoughts (43)
and linked to worse outcomes in SUDs (44,45). Importantly, we found that, compared to
CBT group, subjective measures of stress were reduced in MT during stress provocation.
This is consistent with the conceptual framework behind mindfulness techniques suggesting
that MT fosters an engaged but non-attached participation in events (46).
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Previously, we and others have found increases in HR indices in individuals with SUDs
undergoing stress (1,47,48). In this study, we found an attenuation of HR increases with MT,
which provides objective corroboration of individuals' report of attenuated anxiety and
negative emotions. These findings are important for individuals with SUDs as self-report
measures can be problematic with regard to accuracy due to psychological defense
mechanisms such as denial coming into play.
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The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is important for psychological and physiological
allostasis (49-52). In healthy individuals, the heart is under tonic, parasympathetic inhibitory
control. This allows for adaptive responses to environmental conditions given the short timecourse of parasympathic effects (milliseconds) compared to sympathetic effects (seconds)
(53). ANS imbalance, often characterized by predominance of the sympathetic ANS, has
been linked to a range of pathological conditions (54). In this study, we found a decreased
sympathetic/vagal ratio in participants in the MT compared to the CBT group. This finding
is consistent with the idea that MT promotes a de-centered stance toward environmental
stimuli: as individuals are able to engage but are not “caught up” in thoughts or emotions,
they are more able to adapt to changing internal and external environmental cues and
conditions. As vagal tone has been shown to be a peripheral indicator of prefrontal cortical
control of downstream sympathetic responses (e.g. anxiety and/or fear) (55), decreases in the
sympathetic/vagal ratio also suggest the possibility of prefrontal cortical circuits playing a
mechanistic role in MT's mediation of stress. This is an intriguing possibility that prefrontal
cortical activation during a cognitive control task (Stroop) is associated with improved
treatment outcomes, as we previously found in cocaine dependent individuals (56). Future
studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging may help determine specific brain
regions that may be altered by MT and how this may affect individual responses to stress.
Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of this trial include the random assignment of a diverse group of participants from
a community clinic, the presence of an active comparison group, and the use of both selfreported and objective, validated outcome measures, including a robust laboratory stress
paradigm that utilized discrete psychological and physiological measures.
This study has several limitations as well. In particular, the sample size was small and
outcome data were collected from the minority of individuals in both conditions who
completed treatment. The assessment period was limited to pre-, during and post-
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intervention only; it is possible that longer follow-up periods could have yielded different
results. Also, it included a heterogeneous population both in regard to SUDs (alcohol and/or
cocaine) and drug use status at study entry, though this arguably provided greater ecological
validity. This, in the context of a large dropout rate, may have also confounded
interpretation of substance use outcomes, as individuals that may have done poorly with
treatment, may have also differentially dropped out, leaving a “homogeneous” population of
treatment-satisfied abstainers for comparisons. Further, though not statistically different, one
may speculate that the higher amount of drug use prior to treatment may suggest a “sicker”
cohort at treatment onset in the MT group. Additionally, this study was performed at a single
site using single therapists for each condition, and measures of treatment fidelity or
discriminability were not conducted. Thus, the amount/quality of treatment was not
objectively assessed. Finally, the treatments were of unequal length (9 MT versus 12 CBT
weekly sessions), and thus results may have been confounded by natural progression of
disease or “dose” of treatment.
In conclusions, results of this pilot study suggest that MT may have promise as a component
of addiction treatment and further studies evaluating MT effects on stress reactivity and
other substance use related outcomes are warranted.
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FIGURE 1.

Flow of Participants Through the Study Protocol. CBT = Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, MT
= Mindfulness Training. Laboratory session was performed within two weeks of treatment
completion.
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FIGURE 2.

Anxiety and Drug Craving During Stress Provocation (MT, n = 8; CBT, n = 5). Y axis
denotes reported anxiety scores after listening to personalized neutral or stressful stories. a)
Anxiety severity scores: far right indicates normalized scores (stress minus neutral). b)
Normalized drug craving severity scores (stress minus neutral). ** indicates p = .01 for the
difference between treatment groups.
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FIGURE 3.

Emotional Responses During Stress Provocation (MT, n = 8; CBT, n = 5). Y axis denotes
normalized Differential Emotion Scale scores after stress provocation (stress minus neutral).
* indicates p ≤ .05 between treatment groups.
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FIGURE 4.

Maximum Heart Rate and Autonomic Nervous System Tone During Stress Provocation
(MT, n = 8; CBT, n = 5). a) Maximum heart rate during neutral and stressful stories. b)
Percent change in sympathetic/vagal ratio during stress versus neutral stories. * indicates F =
7.97 and p = .02 by treatment condition.
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